Yes

Find quickest fix,
move on to
priority issues

Fewer than 5%
of pages

How big is the
problem?

Do you have a
duplication problem?

Fewer than
1,000 pages

No

How big is your site?

No

Noindex, follow
these effected
pages

Are the effected
pages being
indexed?

Do you really
have a crawl
budget problem?

Yes

No

Do you also have
a crawl budget
problem?

Yes

No

No

Yes

Do any of these
need to rank/
drive traffic?
Yes

Noindex, follow
these effected
pages*

Yes

OR

Noindex,
nofollow these
effected pages

Do you have the
resources to
increase content
levels?

No

Noindex &
disallow using
robots.txt**

No

Do you have the
resources to
increase content
levels?

Yes

Can you fix the
problem by
changing the site
itself?

Yes

Get cracking!

Block issue
URLS using
robots.txt

No

Do we need
Google to crawl
pages linked to
by the effected
pages?

No

Yes

Noindex, follow
these effected
pages, then use
robots.txt to
block after
pages dropped
from index

Noindex, follow
Noindex
&
these
effected
disallow
using
pages,
then
use
robots.txt
robots.txt to
block after
pages dropped
from index

Best Case Assumptions
Much of this chart assumes you can make edits to the robots.txt & meta
robots directives as required. This is taking a bit of a liberty as it's so often
not the case.
However, if you don't have access to the above, you'll need to get far more
creative with the fixes!

Yes

Get to it! Use
meta robots to
drop the pages
you don’t need

Go focus on
something else!

Go focus on
something else!

Do any of these
need to rank/
drive traffic?
Do we need
Google to crawl
pages linked to by
the effected
pages?

No

No

No

Yes

Do you have a crawl
budget problem?

Greater than
1,000 pages

Greater than 5% of pages

Block effected
pages using
robots.txt

Yes

* Be prepared for ranking disruption, but 301/
change content as needed - assuming this
won't be a significant issue. If it will be,
prioritise content production!
** Still debated which is the best option here

Get to it! Use
meta robots to
drop the pages
you don’t need

These aren't the only methods!
Blocking off large sections of your site using robots.txt isn't ideal for a
number of reasons, it's best to fix the problem in development if you can!
Also some sources of crawl budget issues can't be fixed by blocking via
robots.txt (i.e. if href lang pages are causing the problem)

